
Matronics Emitter for Gylle marker light
Compact LED emitter that fits directly in to Gylle marker light holders. Available

as Dual and Single color in multiple light colors.

Compact LED emitter that fits directly in to Gylle marker light holders.

Replaces the original bulb holders, and the original LED emitters. 

Our emitters are available as Dual and Single color in multiple colors, all

with 6 bright LEDs. With these you get a lot of new possibilities compared to

the original Gylle emitters.

As the emitter is separate, you only need a loose glass. These are available as

red, yellow, clear and white/frosted. If you want to use dual color, you of

course have to use clear or frosted glass

Mounting
The emitters are made so you easily place two emitters together on their

backsides, so that there is light on both sides of a holder. They are easily

pushed in to the holders, where there is a slid in the middle. The size and

shape of the emitter will hold them in the middle without any extra work.

The wires just have to be fed throught the wire-hole as the original - we

recommend you do this first.

Connecting
Single color lamps have a red wire for plus, and black wire for minus.

Dual color models have two wires, eg. white and yellow. If you connect the

white to plus and yellow to minus, the emitter will light white, and vice

versa. This means you will have to use polarity flipping to change the color.

Color changing and controllers
The dual color models can be used to change the position light color from

yellow to white with a color changer (polarity flipper), or you can use a dual

color US light controller, if you want to use them as white marker light and

direction indicators. 

Buy online at www.matronics.eu/246100-AMRD

Specifications
Voltage 24V-30V DC

Consumption 0,75W

Current 30mA

LEDs 6 x Medium power

Wire 1 meter

Potting Frosted LED PU

https://www.matronics.eu//products/datasheet/246100-AMRD


Product overview

24V, Dual Color Red/Yellow
SKU 246100-AMRD

24V, Dual Color White/Yellow
SKU 246100-AMCW

24V, Dual Color White/Red
SKU 246100-CWRD

24V, Yellow
SKU 246100-AM

24V, Red
SKU 246100-RD

24V, Xenon white
SKU 246100-CW

24V, Golden yellow
SKU 246100-GY

24V, Warm white
SKU 246100-WW



Product pictures
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